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Promoters tightened grip with
stake hikes in 500 firms during
March panic
Expets say they may have seen sharp correction caused by Covid-19 as an opportunity to
consolidate holdings and send a signal to the market on their companies' intrinsic value even as
stock prices cra
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Many promoters would be required to pay as much as 43 per cent tax on dividends for dividends
declared in the new nancial year
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Promoters used the opportunity, provided by the
market slump in the March quarter, to increase stake
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in companies they own. Over a fth of the close to
2,500 rms analysed showed such a trend.
They may have looked to consolidate holdings in
order to send a signal to the market on the entity’s
intrinsic value, despite share prices crashing,
according to experts.
Business Standard looked at 2,476 rms for which
shareholding data was available. A total of 510 saw an
increase in promoter stake vis-à-vis the December
quarter. This was higher than the trend in previous
quarters.
ALSO READ: Covid-19 impact: Oyo sends letter
granting ESOPs to all employees
Mehul Savla, director at RippleWave Equity (a

Manish Goyal Multibaggers®

boutique investment bank), said promoters could
have been sitting on additional liquidity because of
interim dividends. The higher tax on dividends had
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caused rms to pay out dividends ahead of the new
regime coming into e ect in April.
Many promoters were required to pay as much as 43
per cent tax on dividends declared in the new

nancial year. This led to a urry of interim dividends to keep up with the deadline.
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Those ush with cash used the drop in share prices to raise stake, but the scenario has
changed. With share prices heading north again, the case for increasing stake is less
compelling than it was in March, added Savla. “You might actually see...lower activity.”
The Sensex dropped 37.9 per cent to a low of 25,639 in March, compared to a Decemberend level of 41,254. The BSE MidCap and BSE SmallCap also showed similar declines. All
three indices have since recovered. The Sensex has risen 40.5 per cent since then, and
closed at 36,021 on Friday.
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ALSO READ: Intel Capital picks up 0.39% stake in Jio Platforms for Rs 1894.50 cr
Pranav Haldea, MD of PRIME Database, noted that promoter stake has been on the decline
since a decade, driven primarily by the minimum public shareholding requirement and
greater participation by both foreign and domestic institutional investors.
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The government, which is the promoter of listed public sector entities, has been steadily
divesting stake in various rms. The March quarter correction marked a departure from
that secular trend. “Promoters used the correction to accumulate shares and also send a
signal on the companies’ intrinsic value,” he said.
Data on insiders’ trading activity, tracked by Haldea, suggests that the trend has now
changed. A surge in the benchmark indices after March may have compelled many to cash
in on some gains or to take advantage of higher valuations to sell stake and raise capital.
“They have been selling more than buying in the June quarter,” he noted.

Dear Reader,
Business Standard has always strived hard to provide up-to-date information and
commentary on developments that are of interest to you and have wider political and
economic implications for the country and the world. Your encouragement and
constant feedback on how to improve our o ering have only made our resolve and
commitment to these ideals stronger. Even during these di cult times arising out of
Covid-19, we continue to remain committed to keeping you informed and updated with
credible news, authoritative views and incisive commentary on topical issues of
relevance.
We, however, have a request.
As we battle the economic impact of the pandemic, we need your support even more,
so that we can continue to o er you more quality content. Our subscription model has
seen an encouraging response from many of you, who have subscribed to our online
content. More subscription to our online content can only help us achieve the goals of
o ering you even better and more relevant content. We believe in free, fair and credible
journalism. Your support through more subscriptions can help us practise the
journalism to which we are committed.
Support quality journalism and subscribe to Business Standard.
Digital Editor
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